


The Portofino hat rapidly became an iconic and a must have piece of Lastelier. Loved
and well-known for its colours and its patented inside pocket in which we can put 

money, a key or your credit card in. And finally, the inner tape is of slightly tight
elastic, for a better hold on our head. You'll become addicted to this stylish, well-

thought-out hat – an essential item to take with you everywhere!

Colours: orange, red, pink, lila, light pink, yellow, green, light green, blue, light blue, white, natural, brown, 
black

One size

PORTOFINO HAT

wholesale price 76 € 



The Portofino hat rapidly became an iconic and a must have piece of Lastelier. Loved
and well-known for its colours, with lurex on this version, and its patented inside 

pocket in which we can put money, a key or your credit card in. And finally, the inner
tape is of slightly tight elastic, for a better hold on our head. You'll become addicted
to this stylish, well-thought-out hat – an essential item to take with you everywhere!

Colours: black paillette, brown paillette, gold paillette, orange paillette, red paillette, pink paillette, green 
paillette, blue paillette, silver paillette

One size

PORTOFINO PAILLETTE HAT

wholesale price 76 € 



Colours: black, brown, leopard print, gold, orange, red, green, blue
Size: S, M, L

RIVIERA HAT

The Riviera is the perfect stylish beach-to-city hat. It’s a real handmade panama 
elegantly designed with a rare and refined cloche shape. Made from smooth

panama straw, it's fitted with a contrasting leather ribbon trim.
The Riviera hat featured Lastelier’s signature patent with the inside pocket in 

which we can put money, a key or your credit card in. Finally, the inner tape is of 
slightly tight elastic, for a better hold on our head. 

wholesale price 84 € 



TULUM BAG 

Our Tulum basket is a stunning woven palm straw bag with
leather details. This lightweight and practical basket has an 
adjustable handle embossed with the logo and an external

pocket. The Tulum basket is the perfect summer bag, ideal for 
strolling around in style from the beach to the city.

Colours: black, brown

wholesale price 110 € 



TULUM BAG 
WITH INITIALS 

Our Tulum basket is a stunning woven palm straw bag with leather details. This lightweight
and practical basket has an adjustable handle embossed with the logo and an external pocket.
The Tulum basket is the perfect summer bag, ideal for strolling around in style from the beach

to the city.

For a truly bespoke touch, add personalised initials. Estimated delivery: 3 to 4 weeks
Having initials are on the bag makes this item a unique and customized piece. Therefore, this is

a non-refundable and non-exchangeable product. Available on lastelier.com only.

Colours: black, brown

wholesale price 110 € - customization with initials 30 €  



CANNES BAG

The stylish and distinctive look of the Cannes bag is the result of the fine quality
craftsmanship and the combination of contrasting materials: artisanal rattan and 
italian calf leather. This bucket bag has a jewelled shoulder strap and a drawstring

top to keep your valuables secure.

Colour: brown

wholesale price 212 € 



BORNEO STRAW BAG 

The Borneo bag is handcrafted into a spacious bucket shape. It is a lightweight, 
minimal and very original bag with its only one adjustable handle that make for 

an easy grip. It has been designed to be as sleek as possible with no lining
inside and minimal hardware on the handle. The body of the bag, handmade in 
indonesia in artisanal rattan, is enhanced by the contrasting handle in smooth

italian leather. Both parts are assembled in Italy

Colours: black, leopard, gold, brown, orange, red, green, blue

wholesale price 100 € 



UBUD STRAW BAG 

The Ubud bag is handcrafted into an original square shape. It is a lightweight, 
minimal and very original bag with its only one adjustable handle that make

for an easy grip. It has been designed to be as sleek as possible with no lining
inside and minimal hardware on the handle. The body of the bag, handmade

in Indonesia in artisanal rattan, is enhanced by the contrasting handle in 
smooth italian leather. Both parts are assembled in Italy

Colours: leopard, red, orange, green, brown, blue

wholesale price 100 € 



ST BARTH BAG

You will discover a new and comfortable wearing sensation with our St Barth 
straw bag. The St Barth straw bag is so chic and very innovative with its 2 

elastic handles that follows  the movement of our body therefore we don’t 
feel the weight of the bag when you carry it on the shoulder. The elastic 

handle, made of thick elastic ribbon, is sewn in one piece all around the bag 
allowing this effect of lightness  whatever the actual weight of the bag.

Colour: brown

wholesale price 72 € 



UBUD BAG

Designed with a structured square shape, the Ubud bag is lightweight
and minimally crafted from italian leather. This bag is original with its
only one adjustable handle, detailed with gold-tone hardware, that
make for an easy grip. Made to be as sleek as possible with no lining

inside and minimal hardware.

Colour: brown

wholesale price 180 € 



The Reverseau bag is a reversible bag with contrasting materials and colors  on both front 
and back, allowing us to have 2 bags in 1. Perfect for travel, it will fit  perfectly with all our 
days and nights outfits. This bucket bag is just big enough to hold daily essentials. Double 
the shoulder strap to wear it on the shoulder or leave it as it is to wear yours crossbody.

Colours: printed pony/black calf, brown calf/black tweed with lurex

REVERSEAU BAG

wholesale price 192 € 



About Lastelier:

Lastelier is a French brand of high-end fashion accessories made 100% in Italy.
Lastelier offers timeless, functional and durable pieces made in a traditional way in ateliers  

working for the biggest luxury brands.

Each piece represents the famous italian "volere bene", with beautiful intentions for the  
people who wear them with a word or charm hidden in each piece.

Lastelier is the perfect balance between meaning, form and function making all pieces of the  
collection a must have. A confidential collection to better focus on the essential.

CONTACT
Bérengère de LASSEE  
10 Rue de Penthièvre  

75008 – Paris
+33662661485

lastelier@lastelier.com

www.lastelier.com


